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Just in time(s)

Dear readers, 

Today everyone is talking about 

industry 4.0. What is that actually? 

Is it an help? A revolution? A curse or 

a blessing? There are many experts 

and many opinions about this topic. 

No one knows yet what it will lead 

to. Of course have been taking an 

intense look at this topic and have 

already been working on it for some 

time now in order to implement as 

much networking in our products in 

the most widespread and integrated 

manner possible. In the process, we 

rely somewhat on peripheral tech-

nologies and systems available on 

the market and also on the fact that 

a uniform opinion is being formed, 

as least with what concerns our 

industrial area.

According to our experience, a reaso-

nable and value-creating integration 

of networking and data exchange can 

offer many advantages to our cus-

tomers, such as in the areas of qua-

lity assurance, process control and 

monitoring as well as for optimised 

maintenance and repair. It remains 

to be seen to what extent this will 

contribute as a whole towards a clear 

improvement to processes.

Furthermore, there is always the 

question if complete networking 

and therefore the opening up to 

information exchange is productive 

on an individual basis. Because this 

is not desired in all areas. This has 

been confirmed by many discussions 

as well as the experience we have 

gathered from countless projects. In 

my opinion, it is unwise to speak of 

an Industry 4.0 revolution in all areas. 

It is more a level of communication 

in which also the machines are inte-

grated, which makes absolute sense. 

What is important is to develop 

advanced solutions step by step for 

the increasingly complex require-

ments. This is why today, for examp-

le, we are already able to simulate 

processes as well as to control and 

optimise our machines and systems 

in all portfolio segments through 

successful simulations. 

Connecting new opportunities with 

targeted innovative capacities is an 

important driver for us in order to 

effectively implement the potenti-

als of Industry 4.0 – as the solution 

for tubes.

Stefanie Flaeper

General Manager



Software with a system

Making what is complex simple is the idea behind 
our t project software. For example, it makes it pos-
sible to connect to BDE, CAD or ERP systems, bending 
machines or robot benders to improve tube pro-
cessing processes. For more production reliability, 
it can be used to carry out tests and configure the 
status of production. As a ‘closed’ software, it is a highly 
performing key point in many areas. Where exactly? We would be happy to 
tell you more. Let’s get started in telling you about it ...

Cover story . Integrated production monitoring

Our software experts (from 

the left) René Rinke and Dirk 

Burmann designed t project 

as a multifaceted solution.

Our t project basic software and 

the t project professional variant 

are used to store tubes using item 

and drawing numbers. It is also 

possible to connect to various 

CAD systems and load data 

online.

The software can 

also be connected to 

various peripheral 

systems, such as a 

measuring machi-

ne, a BDE system 

or even printers. 

Due to the fact 

that bending ma-

chines are nee-

ded to implement 

angles, lengths and 

rotations, our system 

uses the coordinates 

and combines them with 

material-specific values to 

calculate bending data. This makes 

it possible to support ‘normal’ ben-

ding machines as well as right/left 

bending machines. A special aspect 

is that t project is also able to create 

the positions and bending values 

for our robot benders. The data for 

this can be loaded online. 

Collision test for tools,

machines and space

For economical and reliable produc-

tion, our expanded t project profes-

sional software provides the option 

of performing a tool, machine and 

working area related collision test. 

To do so, the machine and tool para-

meters are imported as CAD data. 

This guarantees that the machine 

will be correctly represented with 

the corresponding collision points, 

tools and related clamp lengths. This 

makes it possible for the operator or 
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also the designer to check feasibility 

already before starting production. 

Our system is Windows 7 and Win-

dows 10 network-compatible.

Bending data, tube cutting list

and labelling 

All the functions of the basic vari-

ant are of course also included in 

t project professional. In addition, 

the program is able to calculate 

bending data on tube geometries 

that are already provided with a 

flange or other endforming geome-

tries on both sides. The program can 

generate tube runs from multiple 

tubes individually and of course a 

complete cutting list. These cutting 

lists make it possible to optimally 

prepare the machining process - 

regardless if separation is done 

in a customary manner or with an 

advanced chipless transfluid® cut-

ting system. These cutting lists are 

already able to considerably impro-

ve production processes. Our solu-

tion is also of course able to control 

a printer. This makes it possible to 

label the tubes directly after the 

cutting process, alphanumerically 

or even with barcodes or QR codes.

Precise process control

For the best possible use, the vari-

ous work steps should be recorded. 

If the production plant does not 

include PC terminals, these should 

be added. The operator can then 

use a hand scanner to read a bar-

code, for example. This identifies 

the position of the tube within the 

operation process. If the process is 

completed, the product is displayed 

as green on the display according 

to the traffic light principle. A tube 

marked yellow is currently being 

processed in the corresponding 

station. If a field is displayed in red, 

the relative note can be viewed, 

such as: “material not available”. 

It is also exciting - if there is an 

interface available - to be able to 

directly take over the item num-

bers of the product from the ERP 

systems. The production times are 

of course also recorded. This makes 

it possible to know exactly how 

many parts can be produced 

in a certain period of time. 

After the production 

sequence is com-

pleted, a neutral 

interface can be 

used to export 

the production times to Excel, for 

example.

Our system offers another advan-

tage, for example after reading in 

an item. It can be divided into vari-

ous production processes, provided 

with the corresponding barcodes 

and made available to the scanner 

system via a work process card.

t project is an easy to use, closed 

system for production and process 

monitoring that offers customers a 

wide number of possibilities. 
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t project enabled the exchange of data 

for integration of the pipe bending 

machine, even during measurement.

t project ensures 

safe bending.



Robot bending
made easy
Technology . Your desired geometry
without programming

More freedom for tube manipulation: For better bending, we have simply put 

our bending system in the hands of our robot ‘colleagues’. With their proven use 

at multiple customer sites, we have now further developed our clever system, 

which now offers additional advantages.

It is clear that the use of robots 

is already integrated in handling 

for picking up and putting down 

tubes. The special feature: During 

bending, tools can be implement-

ed that already perform the final 

machining on both tube ends – for 

example with attached connection 

systems or flanges. Because unlike 

a ‘normal’ bending machine, a robot 

is able to achieve very short rest 

lengths on both sides, because 

it starts with bending from both 

sides. It can also machine tube-

hose-tube connections after the 

hose is already connected with 

t time(s) . Technology6



The control system also makes it 

possible to correct overbends and 

can also be connected with meas-

urement systems. 

The next stage in evolution of our 

robot benders is already in the 

starting blocks. The system can 

also bend with a mandrel. This 

makes it possible to bend tubes 

with a diameter of up to 22 mm 

with and without internal mandrel 

with this type of system.
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“Robot program-

ming is often a bar-

rier. Therefore we 

want to implement 

a simple, very normal 

control in our system. 

As with a conventional 

bending machine. The use 

of our t project software was 

perfect for this.”

Jochen Frettlöh, engineering:

bending technology

To eliminate the need for the 

extensive programming of the 

transfluid® robot bender – because 

in the end not every company has 

an expert on site – we have focused 

on an easy to operate bending 

machine control system. 

This makes it possible to import 

bending data online in connection 

with the t project software. This 

makes it possible for the robot 

to detect the process and already 

bends the first tube according to 

the required geometry. 

both tubes. Furthermore, the robot 

is of course predestined for the 

vibration-free bending of very long 

tubes with a small diameter. 

Various tube sizes without

change-overs

Each robot is as standard a right 

and left bender. In this way it can 

bend in both directions with one 

bending head and be set up for up 

to three bending levels per bending 

head. As a result, up to 3 different 

tube sizes can be efficiently used. 

In this type of manufacturing cell, 

the corresponding tube fixation or 

tube holder naturally clamps multi-

ple tube sizes simultaneously. 

Programming was

yesterday’s solution

Unlike other systems that position 

the tube, the robots in our solu-

tion run along the component to do 

the bending. We have integrated 

the bending axis, which drives the 

bending head, in the robot. Would you like to 

learn more about 

our solution?

Or would you like to attend 

a workshop to expand your 

knowledge about the topics 

presented in this or a previous 

issue of t time(s)? 

Then we look forward to hear-

ing from you!

Stefanie Flaeper

Sales/Marketing

Phone: +49 29 72 / 97 15 - 10

sflaeper@transfluid.de



Sustainable idea finder

So that the home is pleasantly warm on cold days, the experts at Vaillant develop 
energy-saving and environmentally friendly heating technology. The family-run 
company from Remscheid is a full-service provider and offers everything from 
heat pumps through heating units with condensing technology up to solar plants, 
ventilation systems, storage facilities and mini co-generation units.

Field report . Connecting Vaillant prototyping for
greater energy efficiency

t time(s) . Field report8

Under the internationally recog-

nised logo with the rabbit, the 

products from Vaillant contribute 

to further lowering the energy 

consumption, heating costs and 

emissions in the home as well as 

increasing living comfort. The sour-

ce of all this is the idea-rich techno-

logical development of the heating 

technology specialists. Here, new 

Thomas Brinkbäumer (r.), Head of Prototype 

Construction at Vaillant, welcomes the 

new possibilities during commissioning.
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Vaillant GmbH

Berghauser Straße 40

D-42859 Remscheid

www.vaillant-group.com

In addition to the axial rimming machine for affixing connecting geometries, 

this t bend bending machine together with the software t project enables 

CAD data to be imported and collision tests to be implemented.

products are developed, which are, 

of course, carefully tested before 

going into production.

As part of its prototyping, Vaillant 

relies on a CNC-controlled bending 

machine and an axial forming sys-

tem in the tube sector in order to 

test new geometries.

Together with the transfluid® 

software t project, our t bend DB 

630-3A-CNC bending machine is in 

professional use. This enables CAD 

data to be imported and a collision 

test, in relation to the tube geome-

try, to be carried out. Via the CNC 

control, the system creates repro-

ducible data and also provides data 

for later series production. With 

an optimum price/performance 

ratio, our t bend machine provides 

a processing speed in the middle 

segment. Its precision as well as 

the option for linking with external 

systems, it is on a par with a high-

performance CNC bending machine.

Compatible with the DB 630-3A- 

CNC, appropriate connection geo-

metries can be attached to the tube 

with the axial forming machine REB 

632. The collaborative use of the 

two machines opens up excellent 

opportunities for developers to put 

endforming and bending geometry 

into operation under controlled pro-

cess conditions.

We are very pleased that our so-

lutions are convincing, and the 

experts from Vaillant are already 

intensively working together with 

us in a variety of production areas. 

Therefore, we would like to express 

our sincere thanks once again for 

their long fair cooperation and the 

excellent partnership.



It is about service

Our machines help companies around the world with their challenging tube pro-

cessing requirements. We also provide our customer with support internationally 

after their ‘tube solution’ leaves the transfluid® work shop. 

To do so, we have continuously 

enlarged our service department, 

and also offer digital opportunities 

for fast remote diagnostics. This 

makes it possible for us to sustaina-

bly secure a higher degree of availa-

bility, decrease operating costs and 

increase system efficiency. 

Our service manager Christoph 

Aldrian and his team of profes-

sionals work around the world 

to ensure a successful machine 

start. With safe commissioning 

on site and comprehensive train-

ing, our Service team ensures that 

top performance levels will be 

reached. And if the requirements 

change or become more complex, 

our team is also able to provide 

upgrade for the system at a lat-

erdate. Above all, it provides fast 

support for troubleshooting when 

needed. “You can almost say that 

we are the ‘technical’ first respond-

ers. If something stops working on 

short notice, what is important 

is a quick reaction and a profes-

sional solution”, as summed up by 

the transfluid® Service Manager 

Christoph Aldrian.

To avoid machine shut down in 

advance, we emphasize the impor-

tance of preventive maintenance. 

Our maintenance contracts, which 

we recommend for improved per-

formance reliability, are imple-

mented continuously at fixed 

dates. It usually consists in a soft-

ware update that improve the pro-

cesses even more. 

t inside . We are world citizens for our customers
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Electric and software

Christoph Aldrian 

Phone: +49 29 72 / 97 15 - 30 

caldrian@transfluid.de

t bend – Tube bending

Andreas Schulte 

Phone: +49 29 72 / 97 15 - 56 

aschulte@transfluid.de

t form – Tube forming

Your service team experts at transfluid®:

Patrick Limberg

Phone: +49 29 72 / 97 15 - 65 

plimberg@transfluid.de

The tasks for 
hydraulics and 

mechanics have 
been divided.

t time(s) . t inside



A cup of coffee in the morning drives away 

worries and sorrow. That is how it should 

be. We go to the fully automatic coffee 

machines, cup down, press the button and your 

start of the day with coffee cream energy booster is ready. If you want 

to, you can add a bit of sugar, or you can enjoy it strong and black. It is 

like that here, and perhaps a little more comfortable because we have a 

fantastic coffee machine on our floor. Because when the morning starts 

like that, things take a somewhat different course. 

Put your cup down, press the button ... and the grinder makes suspiciously 

strange noises. Someone took the last coffee and did not fill the bean 

container back up. This means that before you can enjoy your coffee, you 

will have to re-fill it. The coffee beans are always in a cabinet above the 

machine. You grip the package firmly and fill up the container without 

taking a closer look. But wait a minute. When the bean container is already 

half full, you notice the smell of chocolate. That was unfortunately the 

cocoa powder, which goes into the container next to it. Your perplexed 

face, glancing at the automated coffee machine with the wrong bag in your 

hand, produces some amused grins on the faces of the first colleagues 

walking by. Good luck, this should be interesting.

But then your are enlightened. The misfortune can be fixed with a modern 

technique. You look around again, open the container and... the quick-

ly obtained vacuum cleaner is brought in. With its nozzle, this practical 

cleaning aid helps make the wrongly positioned cocoa disappear, never to 

be seen again. Then you quickly grab the coffee beans and fill them up 

correctly. Your first coffee that day had a slight chocolate taste, but it was 

thoroughly delicious. Another challenge cleverly solved. With this spirit: 

All's well that ends well!

t time(s) . Happy Aua 11

Happy Aua

Support in administration

Laura Kurth 

Phone: +49 29 72 / 97 15 - 57 

lkurth@transfluid.de

transfluid® Quick Support

“Our online service is usually able 

to quickly solve most problems 

concerning system availability 

via remote diagnostics”, explains 

Christoph Aldrian. The digital re- 

mote maintenance for your ma- 

chine PCs is implemented with our 

'transfluid® Quick Support' soft-

ware. It can be downloaded from 

our transfluid.net website under 

Services/Technical support.

For every service notification, a 

special software tool creates a 

report and all necessary steps are 

immediately released for clarifica-

tion. Our internal database is used 

for the direct error analysis. Based 

on the provided fault parameters, 

it permits targeted troubleshooting 

for a solution-oriented, competent 

and fast implementation. 

In order to make immediately deliv-

eries if necessary, a separate ware-

house always has the most impor-

tant spare parts available. These are 

only used for service calls. 

One more thing ... We are happy to 

support start-ups with feasibili-

ty tests. This makes it possible to 

quickly and reliably start the pro-

duction of new products. 
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